Step-by-step procedure to select a School of Biology
First-step or Master thesis project
for Students

### Access to the website for projects selection

The access is similar for the First-step and Master thesis projects

1. Go to the School of Biology website (English version)/« For students»/« Master Research projects».  
2. Select «project selection & registration (for students) ».
3. Click on the button « Registration to research projects ».
4. Enter your login details (as for UNIL email).

For best visibility of the pages please open the web page on your screen as wide as possible.

5. A list of the available projects will appear. This list can be sorted by the following categories:
   - Master category
   - Department
   - Name of the project Director
   - Subject area (keywords)

6. Click on the red numbers to display all of the projects listed in the corresponding category.  
   For example, if you click on the red number next to the project theme “behaviour”, all of the subjects related to behaviour concepts will appear.

### Step-by-step procedure for project selection

The registration procedure is similar for the First-step and Master thesis projects

1. Go on the description of the project in the category which interests you.
   
   You will see the title in red and the description in black.
   
   In the “First choice” column, you can see if the project has already been selected by other students*

2. To select a project, simply click on the red title and the project will be added to your choices.
   
   It appears in the box above the table named “My Inscriptions”

At the end of the process, each project will be allocated to only one student.
If you want to remove a choice, click on the square with a “minus” on the right-hand side.

* 0= nobody has selected this project yet; 1 or more = number of students who have also selected this project).

### WARNING

To register for the First-step project: You may select up to 3 possible choices (classified in order of priority).
To register for the Master thesis project: You may select up to 3 possible choices (classified in order of priority).

The First-step and the Master thesis project must be carried out in different labs. Don’t forget to consider this when selecting your First-step project!

We encourage students to visit Directors whose project(s) interest(s) them.

### Contact

[ecoledebiologie@unil.ch](mailto:ecoledebiologie@unil.ch)  /  021/692.40.10